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Dear Mark,  

PIAC response to Ring-fencing guideline (electricity transmission) full review 

The Public Interest Advocacy Centre (PIAC) welcomes the opportunity to respond to the 
Australian Energy Regulator’s (AER) Ring-fencing Guideline Electricity Transmission Version 4 
(the guideline). 
 
PIAC supports reviewing and updating the guideline to ensure it remains fit-for-purpose as our 
energy systems and markets undergo significant transformation. Changes to the guideline 
should prioritise outcomes for consumers and we support the AER’s strengthening of legal 
separations, commitment to transparency of costs and benefits, and consideration of 
compliance measures.  
 
As our energy systems and markets continue to transform further work will be required to 
ensure the best outcomes for consumers. While the guideline makes good progress, we have 
identified areas for ongoing improvement in future guidelines, as well as processes considering 
cross-subsidisation, grid-scale batteries, and benefit-sharing with consumers.    

Separation of regulated and contestable services 
PIAC is concerned a regulatory approach requiring separation of “monopoly/regulated” and 
“contestable/market-based” services is outdated and does not reflect the preferences and long 
term interests of consumers. For example, because of this approach network service providers 
(NSPs), the AER and other stakeholders are being required to devise complicated 
arrangements for shared ownership and/or control of single batteries between two parties, one 
of whom is regulated and one not. This results in treating a portion of the battery capacity as 
‘excess’ to network requirement and restricting the NSP from earning regulated revenue. An 
approach which is unnecessarily complicated, creating further problems which must be 
resolved. 
 
Artificially separating ownership and control creates inefficiencies, complexities, and risks, 
eroding consumer benefits that could otherwise be realised (and shared) by regulated 
networks (or unregulated third party or ringfenced businesses) wholly owning and controlling 
batteries. By requiring the ownership and use of ‘excess’ capacity through a ringfenced entity 
or third party:  
 



• ‘Contestable’ revenue streams for the battery will not accrue to consumers through 
regulated revenue, missing the opportunity to reduce consumer costs. 

• The inefficiencies of two owners and/or operators will increase overall cost of the 
operation of the asset, if not the capex of the asset itself.  

• The need for certainty of access and control to effectively monetise the various value 
streams is likely to reduce overall revenue, again at the expense of consumers. 

 
‘Excess’ network battery capacity is inherently arbitrary, and hard to measure objectively and 
monitor transparently. An NSP generally will need to have full control and access of the battery 
when it is being used for network support services, regardless of how any aspects of the 
battery are demarcated. Predicting the nature and timing of network need for control could be 
very difficult. It is unlikely to be a viable business proposition for a third-party energy service 
provider to effectively control and access some portion of an NSP-owned battery.  
 
Separating non-network ownership and/or operation between multiple parties does not support 
consumer interests and undermines the scope for optimum consumer benefit. 
 
PIAC recommends further consideration of how greater flexibility could provide scope for better 
consumer outcomes. We consider a more appropriate long-term solution is likely to be 
incentivising NSPs to build non-network solutions optimised for the most benefit. This would 
involve allowing them to operate in contestable markets and requiring most of their revenue 
from these markets to offset revenue from their customers. 

Waivers 
PIAC supports clarification and strengthening of legal separation between TNSPs and affiliated 
entities in the guideline.  
 
Grid-scale storage in particular will be integral to the energy transformation, and we do not 
want to limit the potential for these projects to be implemented cost-effectively to deliver better 
outcomes for consumers. TNSPs may be well-placed to leverage economies of scale in 
providing (currently) contestable services such as grid-scale batteries as long as the cost-
savings could be reliably passed onto consumers.   
 
Noting our earlier points on ownership and operation, PIAC supports the waiver process as an 
interim measure which can also provide a process to better understand the range of 
transmission responses and their potential benefits for consumers in an increasingly complex 
energy market. Ensuring the guideline is fit-for-purpose will be an ongoing process and 
waivers can provide useful data for future reviews into ring-fencing, benefit-sharing and 
consideration of cross-subsidisation.  
 
PIAC supports ensuring the proposed waiver process is transparent and accessible to 
consumers. 

Consumer Outcomes 
The key considerations for further changes to ring-fencing guidelines should be how to allocate 
costs and benefits to provide better outcomes for consumers. Specifically: 
 

• What does optimisation and efficiency entail in the more complex energy system and 
markets that are emerging?  



• Are their instances where ‘cross-ownership’ can work to improve outcomes for 
consumers, for example where TNSPs also provide grid-scale batteries with 
appropriate benefit sharing provisions? 

• Can contestable services that could be provided by TNSPs, such as grid-scale 
batteries, be brought into regulated services? 

• Does the shared asset guideline need to be updated to more effectively and reliably 
share benefits with consumers in a wider range of circumstance 

Guideline Enforcement 
PIAC supports the implementation of procedural consistency across the DNSP and TNSP ring-
fencing guidelines. Subsequently, we support the AER exploring the ability to impose civil 
penalties for non-compliance of the ring-fencing guidelines as outlined in section 7.2 of the 
explanatory statement.  
 
PIAC welcomes the opportunity to discuss these matters further with the AER and other 
stakeholders. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
Douglas McCloskey 
Program Direct, Energy and Water 
 
+61 2 8898 65534 
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